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ABSTRACT : In the electrodynamical divcrtor here described, the neutral atoms

emitted by the wall after being ionizĉ d in the low density plasma corona
•V *\>

surrounding the dense and hot plasma core, arc expelled by an E x B force.

This divcrtor may be made more efficient if a low density plasma flow is main-

tained and controlled between the liner and the limiter by means of external

plasma injectors.

It has been proposed in a previous publication /!/ to expel the neu-

tral atoms (light and heavy) emitted by the wall of the liner of a TOKAMAK by

means of an elcctrodynamical divertor based on the E x B force. This forcer <j>
acts upon the low density plasma corona which is located between the liner and

the limiter. This force permits the elimination of impurities and more gene-

rally of any atoms ionized in the low density plasma corona.

Ionization wouli take place it the mean free path of ionization A- is less

than the thickness of the corona.

This mean free path X. » — is a function of the density n and of

the electron thermal velocity v1 of the low density plasma which is submitted

itself to the same force and tends to depopulate. The elimination process

under these conditions would stop of itself and neutrals would penetrate

freely into the dense plasma core.

In this paper the improvements brought to the divertor (cf. Réf./I/)

are described, and in particular those concerning the maintenance and control

of the corona parameters.

DESCRIPTION AND PRINCIPLE. A radial Er steady state electric field is applied

between the liner (ground potential) Fig. 1.1 and a second stainless steel grid

Fig. 1.3 j coaxial to the. first and located just inside in the limiter shadow.

This grid can be either a complete torus o'r be limited to a certain number

of p sectors (p. <number of toroidal coils) each sector forming an electro



dynamical divcctor. Even wlufn'tlte grid is a complete torus, its surface

could be only 5% of the total liner surface. In each.sector the coaxial

structure is continued towards the outside in a vertical direction between

two successive B, coils (injection and extraction regions Fig.1-5 and 1-6

of the divcctor). In these regions the electric and magnetic fields are in

an horizontal plane. They arc linked to the E and B,fields in the torus.

The Hall injector Fig. 2 differs from the previously known /2/ and /3/ and

works under the following conditions : the magnetic field BH which continues

B, is constant and weaker, for example, B.. = 3000 Gauss. A neutral gas (pure

Deuterium) is injected from the outside Fig.1.5, becomes ionized (region I

in Fig. 2) and heated by the u = w..p resonance (10 GHz in this case).

Densities of 1012cm~3 with 10 < Tfi < 10
3 eV can be obtained /4/. The EH x $H

force acts on this ionized medium, which is propulsed toward the plasmc

torus. With intense pumping (Fig. 2 region II) one can obtain /2/ a ratio

,ne ̂ Plasm^— Of the order of 3 x 10
2, that is 3.109 neutrals by cm~3.na (neutral atoms) ' '

The plasma jet sweeps out the two halfs of the torus with the drift v. speed

greater than the thermal speed. A plasma corona density of 10 to lO^cm

can be achieved.

On the other hand in the divertor ejection regions Fig. 1.6 where B,,

approaches zero, a charge separation permits recovery of the electrons and

ions, like in energy conversion systems /5/.

EVALUATION OF THE NECESSARY PARAMETERS. The fluid mouvement considering the

low densities, is similar to that of individual particles (cf. Réf. 1). The

total number N of particles which could be extracted is :
ir2(r?-r|)Rt

v N . - n . •—- ,min pe T '

t being the duration of one shot, T the energy life time, n the coronape
density. N . is the minimum number of particles to be injected in order to

maintain constant the density n'. If N > N • , a larger density n could

be obtained.

Presuming that the injection time is equal to T, the injected density is :

, *'npe(r;-r|)Rt p
n inj * vdS.T' •

v, being the directed beam velocity, S the beam cross section and p the total

number of divertors. The necessary powers for ionization and maintenance of

this flux are: V.N x 1,6 x 10H9

PBF- TO in watts,



Vj being the first ionization potential in electron wolts, TJ « the tt.F.

overall efficiency N(V,-V.)
p = * -1.
DC pin

is the power required to raise the ion directed energy from V. (eV) to Vf(eV)

In a typical TOKAMAK having the following characteristics :

T = 1,5 m, r, » 1,3 m, R » 3 m, n = 10ncm~3, S » 103cm2, p » 10,
9 CP «

V. * 20 cV, Vf = lO^eV, T = 0,1 s, t = 1 s, TC « 10
zeV, n • 0,5,

gas « deuterium, gives N equal to 3 x 10 p/cm , n.. = 10 cm and

requires less than 50 kV for both ionization and acceleration.

CRITICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE IONIZATION CORONA. The divertor cannot eliminate— ' • ' ' •
those neutrals coming* out of the liner_ wall unless they can be ionized in

the shell of thickness (r. - r2), of density n and of•temperature T .

Considering three typical elements : a light one, (D) two impurities (one

light (0) and one heavy (W) the necessary shell thickness is given in Fig.3,

under the condition that neutrals are emitted from the liner wall with an

energy of 0,1 eV. One can see that the corona plasma density and thickness

arc such that all neutrals coming from the wall arc ionized in typical TOKAMAKS.

IN CONCLUSION. The application of a steady state electric field of the order

of few kilovolts /!/, being localized in the low density plasma regions, does

not disturb the confined plasma.

It has been proved experimentally /6/ that the main contribution to the pollu-

tion of TOKAMAK'S plasma conies from the liner (more than 90% of the plasma

energy is deposed on the wall).

The grid electrode surface being very transparent, lower than (5% of the liner

surface), the pollution due to its presence is small.

With the electron dynamical divertor the heavy mass impurities having been

expelled, their replacement by ions of low mass, reduces the radiation loss

in the plasma core.
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Fig. 2 Schematization of one in-
jector.
1 and 2 parallèle plates at the
ground and at high voltage
3 region of plasma flow
I-Ionization region, II-pumping
region, III - connection of the
injector to the toroidal plasma
chamber.Fig. 1 The electrodynamical divertor.

1.! Boundary of the toroidal B, field, 1.2 The liner, 1.3 The internal grid,
1.4 The plasma section, 1.5 The plasma injecting channel, 1.6 the plasma
ejecting channel, 1.7 Toward the vertical axis of the torus.

F.ig. 3 Mean free path of ionization A- ver'sus density a. for H, C and W.
L I T J * . JL «3


